THE PASSION OF PERFECTION
SERVICES FROM HANTELMAN

The Hantelmann Verschließtechnik GmbH & Co. KG is your reliable partner for the assembly, commissioning and optimization of your can closing machines. Our qualified customer service technicians have decades of experience in can seaming machines common in almost all markets.

The machines refurbished by us mainly represent high-quality and reliable can closing machines that meet the current applicable standards and carry the quality label "refurbished by hantelmann".

OVERHAULING OF USED CAN CLOSING MACHINES

We keep our attentive eye on your workflow. We support your workflows with high-quality products by continuous dialogue and sound expert advice.

We deliver customized solutions. The advantage of our products which we individually manufacture for you consists of high precision paired with long service life. Our high standard allows us to deliver CE-compliant machines that meet all statutory safety directives.

The continuous further development of our machines is making high demands on spare parts which we meet in a forward-looking and process-oriented way. With this, we essentially contribute to the increase of your efficiency and quality.

OVERHAUL AND MAINTENANCE

We perform maintenance works during production pauses. If extensive overhauling is required, we have an optimally equipped workshop and an comprehensive spare parts service available.

TRAINING AND EXPERT CONSULTING

We have the same goals as you: Increased efficiency and improvement of product quality. For this purpose, we are offering the following services to our customers:

- Competent independent consulting in the field of can seaming machines
- Training of new employees with regard to maintenance and operation
- Training on double seam technology and closing machines
• Production of spare parts for common closing machines
• Planning and production of seaming tools
• Optimization and assembly of can seaming machines
• Revision, repair and overhauling of common systems
• Supply of spare parts and format sets for machine models Lubeca, C&V, Ferrum, Angelus, Lanico, Continental, SIMA and others.
• Production and supply of adjustment and measuring tools especially for the double seam technology.
• Special machines and accessories for current production lines
• Training and consulting for double seam technology and closing machines
• Double seam optimization by means of seam analysis on the basis of more than 1,400 seam profile data sets in our data base.
For more than 45 years, the name Hantelmann has been standing for quality world-wide.